Islam is an incredible blend of rationality, simplicity and justice. Muslims made a personal appeal to peoples' religious consciousness and they often put forward the populistic intelligibility of Islam. Besides its simple and rational creed, Islam offers an impressive set of rituals which gained the admiration and, subsequently, the conversion of many non-Muslims to Islam. The alarming rationalism and clarity of Islam not only led the Middle East to renounce Christianity and convert to Islam in the past, it equally continues to do so with Christians in the West to the present day. But the Westerners never ceased to portray Islam as an enforcing power claiming that Islam was spread by military adventures or with the sword. They believe that non-Muslims were offered the freedom to choose between two things: Islam or death. They should know that Islam teaches that a person's faith must be pure and sincere, so it is certainly not something that can be forced on someone.
I. INTRODUCTION
We sent down the Quran in Truth and in Truth has it descended-al-Qur'an 17:105.
Let there be no compulsion in religion: Truth stands out clear from error-al-Qur'an 2:256
The most dangerous book on earth (the Bible), keep it under lock and key-Nobel Laureate George Bernard Shaw.
In reply to the Sword Myth, this paper tries, at first, to evaluate several factors explaining conversions that led to the spread of Islam, especially those by Western social scientists. The earliest theory about the spread of Islam by the Western, which has since been replaced, considers force as the cause of conversions. The newer theories mainly focus on the influence of social and economic factors such as avoiding the Jizyah. 3 However,
II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ISLAMIC WORLD
It is obvious that Islam includes the idea of a mission to spread itself while binding its adherents to exercise tolerance towards those who are non-Muslims despite their desire and work for their conversion. One of the earliest verses commands the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) to Arise and Warn (74:2). Before receiving this command, the Prophet was only preaching in private among his family and intimate friends. Another revelation ordered the Prophet to invite to the way of God with wisdom and beautiful preaching (16:125) . However, it was not until the conversion of Umar ® that the message of Islam was made public. Then, when the idolworshippers of Makka continued to reject the new message, the Prophet () decided, in 622 to migrate to Madinah with a small community of his followers. Once there the number of Muslims multiplied rapidly, in 630 at the head of an army of 10,000 the Prophet, both as a commander and a messenger like the prophet Musa, captured Makka facing almost no resistance, and the Makkans accepted Islam.
After the death of the Prophet (), in the seventh and eighth centuries, the early caliphs extended the Islamic world to include all of the Arabian Peninsula. They also expanded into the Christian world when they conquered provinces of the Byzantine Empire in Syria, the Holy Land, and Egypt. Then the Umayyad caliphs (661-750) pushed the boundaries of the Islamic world beyond the Indus River in the East, and they brought the Maghrib and most of Iberia under Muslim control in the West. This swift expansion was attributed to force by some historians, but Arnold 6 Other historians have explained the rapid spread of Islam in its early years as being due to the fact that the Byzantine and Sassanid empires had both decayed and collapsed long before the Arab warriors reached the lands -the Fertile Crescent, Egypt, Iran, and North Africa-they now controlled. In Iran, the people were tired of the warfare (604-628) between the Byzantine and Sassanid emperors prior to the Arab conquest. In Egypt, the Byzantine government was making heavy financial demands in order to support its shrinking treasury and in Anatolia the processes that led to the weakening of Christianity in the areas where Islam initially spread.
During the wars between the imperial armies and Muslims in the Middle East and North Africa, the local populations remained mostly passive and were left undisturbed. Thus, for the locals it was only a matter of changing loyalty from one power to another. They often saw Muslims as political liberators and did not feel they were losing their independence. Arnold 7 points out that the Eastern Church at the time was in a degraded moral and spiritual condition while As for Spain and India, in Spain the Muslim conquerors were regarded as the liberators of the people from the much-despised Visigoth regime while in India after the eleventh century circumstances were not very different from those in the Byzantine and Sassanid empires. Indian cultural traditions regarding both Hinduism and Buddhism had begun to decline. Although the spread of Islam between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries put political and cultural pressure on Indians, Islam was left on its own as a missionary religion since Indian missionaries had ceased spreading the Buddhist message in foreign lands, and Hindus had never been eager to convert people 10 . Islam, no doubt, also did offer people liberation in terms of social equality, but this fact should not overshadow the main fact that it offered people a theology, that is, Islamic monotheism as opposed to Hindu polytheism. Although Islam did spread in India where the caste system existed, it also spread in other lands where there was no caste system, or in lands that offered more social equality than India. Eaton 11 rightly questions the theory of social liberation in the case of India and explains that if the theory were valid, the conversions would logically have mostly come about in areas where the Brahmanic social order was most deeply entrenched such as in the Aryavarta region, but what happened was quite the reverse.
III. INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE CAUSES LEADING TO CONVERSION
In this view of conversion, religion is treated as a social reality rather than as a religious or universal reality. Proponents of this view are, therefore, mainly Western-trained secular social scientists treating religion as a reflection of the social order. For them conversion is reduced to a social behavior which ignores any religious considerations. Thus, conversions to Islam in the early centuries of the Islamic state are viewed as matters of social behavior since accepting Islam involved a social distinction rather than religious belief, especially when the people were not fully aware of what they were taking up. For proponents of this view, Bulliet 12 for example, it was by around the fourth Islamic century that converting to Islam gradually became a matter of knowledge and belief while in the earlier period economic and social motives dominated.
According to this view, the conquered peoples, who witnessed the defeat of Byzantium and the Sassanids and became the subjects of conquerors of another faith, faced the fact that their own religions were the religions of the defeated while the religion of their conquerors had undeniable prestige and advantage. It is assumed that in this situation the conquerors gained a sense of superiority while the new subjects faced defeat and subjugation that would have debilitated their self-confidence 13 14 who outlines the case of a non-Muslim living in Egypt (in the Middle Ages) who by converting could gain full integration into Muslim society and the advantages of belonging to the ruling, majority group. These included shedding the restrictions concerning the dhimmis 15 (protected people), the ability to gain high social standing and even the opportunity to obtain the highest office of the state, and gaining access to a life outside of the neighborhoods in which the dhimmis lived, and marriage to a Muslim woman 16 . Clearly being dhimmi and having to pay the jizyah meant having a separate ' and clearly subordinate social status which in turn could create a feeling of inferiority in non-Muslims, and the policy of the state involved setting up the dhimmi social group more or less in all of the conquered lands. Coope gives an example of this social arrangement from ninth century Umayyad Cordoba: if a Muslim and a dhimmi meet in a narrow street, the dhimmi must step aside and make room for the Muslim 17 . Thus, in this view, non-Muslims would have considered converting so as to enjoy full social and legal status.
There were also cases in which some non-Muslims verbally converted to Islam in order to gain access to high positions. The story of Ibn Antonian of Cordoba, who was still a Christian when he joined government service, provides a vivid example. When Ibn Antonian was later offered the office of chief administrator, he had no choice but to convert since the Sultan, Muhammad I, was unwilling to appoint a dhimmi to such a high position. His conversion was widely discussed. Some believed that he was Muslim, but some did not and assumed that he died professing Christianity 18 . On the other hand, some institutions did offer good opportunities to non-Muslims. One worth noting is the Ottoman institution of devshirme (special school) in which Christian children, while still adhering to their own religion, were educated and socialized as Muslims in order to rise high in the Turkish military service. In the early years of this institution, families were unwilling to lose their children, but once the opportunities made available were understood, families voluntarily handed their children over to the devshirme system.
Another incentive for converting that might also be considered a form of social behavior is that of converting due to racial or ethnic similarity. In the conquered lands, there were many non-Muslim Arab settlers. For the Arabs it may have been easier to associate with fellow conquerors and accept their religion since they were closer to the Muslim conquerors than they were to the Latin Christians. Ethnic, racial, or even geographical factors, then, might have provided an impetus for Christians in conquered lands to unite with fellow Arabs as they still do today. For example, today we see that black people sometimes unite under a racial banner with Muslims or certain Christians, or we see Middle Eastern Muslims who feel more at ease with Nigerian Christians than with European Christians. Beyond that as Levitzon 19 emphasizes, Eastern Christians were not respected by their Latin co-religionists during the medieval period. Greek Orthodoxy was seen as causing a schism necessary to end and the Monophysite creed as total heresy. One may wonder, though, just how much of an explanation racial and ethnic similarities provide since religious conflicts among particular racial and ethnic groups can also be witnessed.
14 G. C. Anawati, The Christian Communities in Egypt in the Middle Ages, p.239.
15 Dhimmī ( ‫)ذمي‬ is an Arabic word, it is referred to non-Muslim citizens of an Islamic state.The word literally means "protected person. According to the Islamic Scholars, dhimmis had their rights fully protected in their communities, but as citizens in the Islamic State, had certain restrictions, and it was obligatory for them to pay the Jizyah tax, which complemented the zakat, or alms, paid by the Muslim subjects. Dhimmis were exempt from certain duties assigned specifically to Muslims, and did not enjoy certain political rights reserved for Muslims, but were otherwise equal under the laws of property, contract, and obligation. Another social behavior that can be examined, which may have provided a pattern of conversion, is that of intermarriage, mainly between Muslim men and ahl al-Kitab (People of the revealed Book) women. Arnold 20 reports that in the Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth century it had become very common for Christian parents to give their daughters to Muhammadans, and for Christian women to make no objection to such unions. In addition, many verbal conversions might have taken place for the sake of marriage as we witness today. No doubt, some of these verbal or half-hearted conversions at the time of marriage later turn into heartfelt conversions.
Although social and personal incentives, no doubt, led some people to convert, there must have been many people who converted to Islam out of conviction and heartfelt belief given Islam's remarkable respect for Christianity and the tolerant treatment of Christians by the caliphs 21 . In addition, social factors are often described in extremely general terms making them rather questionable. As for converting in order to maintain one's status or wealth, many modern studies of conversion to new religious movements in the West suggest that neither is of great concern. For instance, Lofland and Stark's 22 study of conversion revealed that converts often seek to escape their upper or middle-class values and actually welcome a lower living standard and a different social status. Finally, the social incentives theory may also illustrate that non-Muslims at the time were not strongly committed to their previous faiths.
IV. TRADE AND COMMERCIAL FACTORS
One of the vehicles for the propagation of Islam in pre-modern times that did not depend on military expansion was based on the contacts made by merchants engaging in long distance trade who introduced their faith to others and aided a process of voluntary conversion in east and West Africa, India, and South-East Asia. Ahmad 24 . In these circumstances, it was not the Muslim traders' theological convictions which won converts but rather their conformity to a particular Islamic life-style. Watt points out that the sincerity of Muslim businesspersons impressed the non-Muslims with whom they had business relations. Muslim merchants also had extensive dealings with local rulers who, in return for their conversion, obtained such benefits as entering into the political and commercial life of the larger world and recognition from the Islamic state. During the time of the Umayyad caliphs, there was trade with the peoples of North Africa and the Middle East while during the Abbasid dynasty commercial relationships were extended to the Baltic Sea in the North, to the Indian Ocean in the South, and to the South China Sea in the East 25 .
It is understandable that through voluntary association with Muslim merchants, native people, especially ruling elites, would gain political and economic benefits, but what the merchants presented to them in terms of religious beliefs and moral principles also had to make sense to them. Some scholars emphasize the fact that the elites in Africa did not fully abandon their inherited tradition which indicates that their acceptance of Islam did not involve a real transformation but this fact does not prove that their conversion was not real because Islam does not force people to entirely give up their old traditions. Doing so is only needed when any of them conflict with basic beliefs and principles.
V. SUFI ENDEAVORS
By the end of the tenth century, Sufism had become a distinct way of religious life and thought, and it spread throughout the Islamic lands in the eleventh century. Its centers were Baghdad, Khurasan, and Anatolia. It took various forms either standing fairly closely to Sunni Islam or taking on more extreme forms. By the twelfth and thirteenth centuries a number of important Sufi orders were founded in Asia, Egypt, and North Africa. Among them the Qadiriyyah, Yasawiyyah, and Qalandariyyah Sufis can be cited. One widely held opinion is that it was the Sufis who most reached out to the masses and provided the links such as between Hindus and Muslims in medieval India 26 . From Mawlana Rumi (d. 1273) in Anatolia to Jalal al-Din Tabrizi (d. 1244) and Shah Jalal Mujarrad (d. 1346) in Bengal, Sufis saints attracted the masses due to their humanity and reputation for having spiritual power. Sufis carried out the main vocation of spreading Islam outside the Muslim world into northern and eastern Africa, India, and Indonesia. They also played an important role in promoting conversions to Islam in the lands under Muslim rule, especially to those conquered after the tenth century such as Anatolia, India, and the Sudan 27 . They established contacts with non-Muslims by emphasizing common religious experiences such as the belief in healing, visiting shrines, and seeking the help of saints. They also encouraged rural and tribal people to embrace Islam by adapting moral and religious instruction already existing in a locality to Islamic purposes. Sufis with their mysticism and doctrinal flexibility played a prominent role in attracting communities to Islam by giving Islam an emotional and spiritual tradition.
In India, for instance, the Sufis helped to increase social interaction between Muslims and Hindus. They also furnished Islam's philosophical point of contact with Hinduism. Through such contacts and the simplicity and broad humanism of Sufis Islam won converts 28 . Furthermore, Sufis concentrated on individuals and were able to spread Islam while not always protected by the Muslim political and judicial system or the Islamic ambience. One widely discussed matter is the abandonment of Islam by the Berber nomads in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries before they finally accepted Islam. One interpretation of their final acceptance is that Sufis complemented the conversions of earlier centuries brought about by military conquests 29 . Elsewhere, as in Indonesia, although Islam appealed to the Javanese ruling elites from the thirteenth century onwards due to contact with the Muslim Gujarati merchants, it only became popular among the Javanese people after the fifteenth century due to Sufism.
The contribution that Sufism made to the spread of Islam can be best exemplified by the case of Anatolia. From the thirteenth century through the fifteenth century there was an influx into Anatolia of holy men fleeing from the Mongol invasion in central Asia and seeking refuge under the protection of the Saljuq Sultanate. They founded Dervish brotherhoods. Koprulu 30 clearly describes how Sufism started in the thirteenth century in Anatolia and spread into all of the great cities, and how it has lasted over the ages. Among the famous Sufi personalities in Anatolia was Mawlana Jalal al-Din al-Rumi whose Mawlawi movement began in the large cities of Anatolia in the thirteenth century and spread in every direction from Egypt to Azerbaijan. The Saljuq rulers of Anatolia also had great respect and affection for the Sufi Shaykhs, and in the lands they conquered, they constructed a great many tekkes (lodges) for them and provided them with rich endowments. Vryonis 31 writes that the dervish orders' tolerant, modest, and syncretic preaching brought about the affiliation of Christians to Islam in Anatolia.
One might wonder just how the Sufis established their relationships with the non-Muslims around them. Did they all, such as those in India, concern themselves with making converts? In fact, it was not the case that all Sufis were obsessed with converting others to Islam, rather it was something that happened naturally. The Sufis' philosophy enabled them to adopt more receptive attitudes towards non-Muslims than Orthodox Islam did. This also seems true in our times. Of course, Sufis were not all the same. As Eaton 32 in his study of Sufis in the Indian city-state of Bijapur (1300-1700) illustrates, there were Sufis of different types throughout Islamic history. Some were landed elites, some were other-worldly to the point of reclusive withdrawal, some preached Islam among non-Muslims, and some were not of the peaceful sort but were militant and participated in wars.
Eaton describes, Sufis elsewhere, in the Birbhum District of Bengal, who were not holy warriors but pious mystics. He mentions an inscription dated 1221, just seventeen years after the district was conquered, associated with the first Sufi immigrants in Bengal. This inscription, which records the construction of a Sufi lodge, reads: The Sufis who all the while abide in the presence of the Exalted Allah and occupy themselves in the remembrance of the Exalted Allah. Finally, Eaton suggests 33 that it was the sun initiation ceremonies, the tombs of their saints, and their folk literature that enabled them to establish their relationships with nonMuslims. 26 
VI. SPIRITUAL REASONS FOR CONVERTING TO ISLAM
The most undervalued explanations by the Western scholars for conversions and the spread of Islam are the religious and spiritual ones. It is obvious that it would be impossible for individuals to change their religion for opportunistic reasons and then later raise their children in a spirit of piety. In fact, Islam would not be the religion it is today of great masses of people if converts to Islam had not developed positive Spiritual attitudes toward Islam. There might by some people initially converted for opportunistic reasons, but then changed their attitudes gradually over time because these people found doctrines expressed by Islam truth and persuasive.
The fact that social and economic incentives played a role in conversions does not mean that Islam did not appeal to people as a religious system. People do have both mundane and spiritual needs. To say that people converted only for mundane reasons would mean denying that people have spiritual needs. People will not forget their intellect and soul forever even if they have chosen their religion, or even a philosophy or political party, for certain mundane reasons. As for the Christians in the Middle East, since they were mostly settled and educated people with a strong urban orientation, it seems more likely that their conversions were not motivated just by social or economic incentives.
The emphasis that Western secular social scientists, especially, put on such incentives may lead us to the conclusion that conversions never involved the transformation of the inner self brought about by emotional and religious needs. The early stages of conversion may involve the inner person less, though, because it does take time and experience to discover what the new religion offers.
Religious issues also entered into conversions given Muslims' sense of a mission and the way they undertook this task. Their understanding of da'wah meant associating themselves with the Prophet (peace be upon him) and showing compassion, gentleness, and good manners to both Muslims and non-Muslims in order to prove the superiority, simplicity, and rationality of the basic Islamic theological doctrines and moral principles. Muslims, when they encountered different cultures, pointed out to the peoples of the other religions that Islam was an inclusive religion and that Islam's purpose was to continue and purify Judeo-Christian revelation. Muslims also accepted all prophets, be they Jesus or Moses, and showed how Prophethood fit with pure monotheism. Today the approach and teachings are the same. Lord Headley (d. 1932), an English convert to Islam, on his acceptance of Islam in 1915 considered himself a far better Christian than he had been before 34 . Furthermore, Muslims could point out to Christians that Islam is a religion with no mysteries or theological and philosophical burdens to deal with since it has no Trinity, no Incarnation, and no Redemption. The initial demands on the new Muslim were also not great. Islamic practice is easy and simple. It does not involve any harsh measures or sacramental performances like baptism to prove one's change of religion. There is neither priesthood nor a hierarchy of clergy. More than anything else, it promises rewards awaiting the believers.
In some of the conquered lands, there were also other faiths with beliefs that were not very alien to the doctrines of Islam and with followers whose world views and orientation to life were similar to those of Muslims. Many Zoroastrians, for example, were familiar with Islamic doctrines such as the Day of Judgment, Heaven, and Hell; and therefore, accepting Islam was not very difficult for them 35 . In eighth century Persia, the nominally Christian Shahrighan or landed class believed that Jesus was one of the Prophets and an ordinary man much as Muslims did 36 . Muslims also subdued areas having a Hellenistic history and culture. In the cities and the coasts of Palestine and Egypt the populations had been under Greek domination for over nine hundred years before being conquered by the Romans. In fact, the Roman conquest was not able to change the Greek or Hellenistic character of the Near East 37 . Therefore, in those areas Christianity had not had much of a chance to penetrate into the social and cultural fabric leaving these people with a shaky sense of religious identity. Thus, for them Islam may have offered a religion less difficult to grasp.
VII. THE SWORD IN THE WORLD CIVILIZATIONS
The sword has its symbolic meaning in the world traditions. It has a special place in the history of various religions, cultures and nations. The sword has also been a part of social and cultural customs of many different communities. The practice of giving a sword as a mark of respect or in recognition of one's exceptional contribution towards the society is as old as the sword itself. References pertaining to the sword can be found in the history of the Jews, the Christians, the Muslims, the Sikhs, the Japanese, and other national and religious groups. For example, the use of the sword in Chinese culture is part of wisdom. The Hindu goddess Durga is shown carrying several weapons but a raised sword in her right hand, is the most striking feature of her pictures. In Buddhism the sword cuts away ignorance. In Judaism, the Israeli Prophet Musa used the sword to fight the Pharaoh in Palestine. The Christian sword deals with protection, righteousness, and justice. Archangel Michael is depicted in Christian art holding a sword to reinforce the concept of truth, purity, equability, and the justness revealed in the light of Christ.
According to Christianity, quoted by Matthew, Jesus Christ has been saying; I have come not to bring peace to the earth, but a sword! (Matthew 10:34). This is one of the controversial statements reported about Jesus in the Bible. The saying has been interpreted in several ways. Its main significance is that it is often shown as an evidence that Jesus advocated violence-a view that is repugnant to many branches of Christianity. Many Christians believe that the sword is a metaphor for ideological conflict and that Jesus is not advocating physical violence, but the early seven hundred years of Christian expansion in northern Europe was mainly done by the sword, in the interests of kings and tyrants who supported it against the resistance of their subjects who found a mechanism for their subjugation in the Church. Christianity, in short, was truly a religion of the sword. This was especially true of the colonization of South America and Africa when native peoples were systematically wiped out or forced to convert 38 . On the other hand, it is very interesting to note that when the Mongols invaded and conquered large portions of the Islamic Empire, instead of converting the conquered people to their religion, they themselves adopted it 39 . This is a unique occurrence in history that the conquerors adopting the religion of the conquered people! More interestingly, the word sword appears over 200 times in the Bible -but even though the Arabic language has more than a dozen words for sword, there is not a single mention of any of these words anywhere in the Quran.Combat is ordered in the Qur'an, only under very specific circumstance and limited conditions and it is nothing more than what we would today call the war on terrorism. Fighting against all acts of organized aggression, oppression, persecution and terrorism is an obligation on all believers. However, certainly, it has limits and restrictions; women, children, elderly people and any innocents are not to be killed or injured during such occasions. Treatment of prisoners is not to be humiliating or use torture of any kind, even the dead body of the enemy is to be buried with dignity and respect.
VIII. INVISIBLE SWORD
We find that the spread of Islam was not limited to its miraculous early expansion outside of Arabia. During later centuries, the Turks embraced Islam peacefully, as did a large number of the people of the Indian subcontinent, as well as the people of Malaysia and Indonesia. In Africa too, Islam spread during the past two centuries, while under the mighty power of European colonial rulers. Today Islam continues to grow, not only in Africa, but also in Europe and the Americas as well. Islam is the fastest growing religion with followers of more than one and half billion people 40 . One after another, people after people continued surrendering to this sword and joining the faith of Islam. So sharp is the edge of the sword that it simply conquers the hearts of the rational minds; bodies yield automatically. Yes, it is the sword but invisible, it is not the sword made of steel or iron but rather it is the sword of intellect, it is the sword of formidable rationality and it is the sword of truth, it does not bring death to anyone but rather it gives life who seeks, it is the sword of truth whose mere shine eliminates falsehood just like light wipes away darkness. It is so miraculous that a Christian preacher and Baptist minister like Yusuf Estes who tried to conquer over it got conquered by it instead, and like Daniel Streich, the Swiss politician, who rose to fame as a result of his opposition to Masjids in his homeland, who campaigned for a referendum to ban Minaret and even won the referendum with a 57.5 percent votes giving him legal status for the ban and subsequently ousting that invisible sword from Switzerland, was penetrated by that very invisible sword and has now embraced the faith which invisible sword carries, and which once he reviled 41 . What a charismatic sword this really is! Following is the short list of contemporary famous personalities from different countries, different languages and different backgrounds who were attracted to this invisible sword, mentioned here with their confessions. 
IX. FACTS AND ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS
An article in Reader's Digest ‗Almanac', year book 1983, gave the statistics of the increase of percentage of the major religions of the world in half a century from 1934 to 1984. At the top was Islam, which increased by 235%, and Christianity had increased only by 47% In the region of current day Bangladesh evidently it shows that those who converted to Islam from Hinduism and Buddhism were enamored by Islam's equal treatment to all and sundry discarding any discriminations, there was no enforcement or sword; even those who continued their own faith -Buddhismduring the partition of India and Pakistan, they chose Muslim Pakistan to stay with leaving Hindu India, giving a good answer to those who believe that Islam spread through military power or by the sword, -raising a counter question -why then this tortured and oppressed people willingly liked to stay with Muslims? 44 Hindus, Buddhists, Christians, Jews and atheists -male and female, black and white-who are converting to Islam after listening to the speech of Dr. Zakir Nayek, 45 not in Saudi Arabia alone rather anywhere in the world, whether in Dubai or New York, Tokyo or Toronto, India or Australia, Japan or Malaysia -where they are embracing Islam is not a clandestine movement, it is crystal clear and through the virtue of electronic media anyone can watch with his/her won open eyes, live or recorded. So, may we ask the sword-mythologists to tell us who are pointing sword or gun to these converted people to increase the number of the Muslims?
Robert, Eric and John, three white Americans among tens of hundreds of Americans who are coming under the umbrella of Islam, each of them, termed their conversion to Islam from Christianity as -the intellectual break‖, even one of them -Eric-has embraced Islam just 2 days after the historical 9/11. He came to Islam on Friday, 14 th September 2001 saying that the attacks of September 11th had no bearing on or against his decision to become a Muslim 46 . Perhaps, they find it a very simple religion yet very rational at the same time comparing to Christianity which is complicated and irrational because the moral and intellectual superiority of Islam over all other religions has manifested itself very clearly throughout the history of Islam. Readers of this write up may fathom the charisma of that invisible sword to what extent it can penetrate. So, can we ask those swordmythologists again, is there any power in this contemporary world who dares to point a sword or an weapon in the land of America, not even for worldly gains, but merely for converting Americans into Islam?
It is an innate nature of human being in general to accept the truth and reject the false; truth is always appreciated and false and falsehood is condemned and rejected by everyone irrespective his/her race, color, language nationality and ethnic background, when someone goes to buy some apples from the market for example, he/she always looks for a comparatively good and best ones, chooses the best one he/she finds according to his/her intellectual capacity and reasoning, and no one likes to buy a corrupted or rotten onewhich is an obvious fact common to all human beings; in a similar fashion, in the case choosing a religion, definitely he/she judges good and bad, right and wrong according to his/her knowledge and reasoning power and subsequently selects the good one and rejects the bad one, accepts the right one, gives up the wrong one. Now if we compare between Islam and Christianity only, at least in the light of tow quotations mentioned in the beginning of this paper, readers themselves can judge whether Islam was spread by the sword or by the attraction of its inherent truth, they can comprehend why Islam spread so rapidly and still spreading, in the mean time, one can realize too when an internationally celebrated person, a Nobel Laureate like George Bernard Shaw can term a Holy Book as the most dangerous book on earth. Furthermore, in the light of this paper one can recognize that if the sword or force were used to convert people then solely it is the Christendom who applied it, not the Muslims.
X. CONCLUSION
Many people have chosen Islam throughout the 1400 years of its history. Islam has penetrated the Middle East, North Africa, Spain, West Africa, East Africa, Eastern Europe, Asia Minor, the Caucasus, Central Asia, Afghanistan, India, Western China, and the Malayan Archipelago. Islam in all these regions replaced many other well-established religions like Christianity, Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Paganism and Animism. Islam triumphs over all those religions in many different places at many different times. The reasons are very clear; first and foremost, Islam is an amazing blend of simplicity and rationality, a very simple religion yet very rational at the same time. 44 In analyzing the conversion to Islam in India, Hardy 47 states that those who have argued for the use of force to explain conversions have not generally defined what they mean by force. Eaton, in the case of India, also raises the question of force bringing about conversion and concludes that it is just too simplistic to claim that Islam was a religion of the sword. He argues that a glance at the geographical distribution of Muslim in the subcontinent reveals an inverse relationship between the degree of Muslim political penetration and the degree of conversion to Islam. If conversion to Islam had ever been a function of military or political force, one would expect that those areas of heaviest conversion would correspond to those areas of South Asia exposed most intensely and over the longest period to rule by Muslim dynasties. Yet the opposite is the case. Although currently Western scholars seem to have abandoned the theory of force in order to explain the spread of Islam outside Arabian Peninsula, subsequently they have come up with other theories emphasizing that social, political and economic incentives have influenced the conquered peoples. They do not want to give any credit to the attractiveness of Islamic beliefs and practices neither to the missionary works carried out by the Muslim traders and Sufis. Social, political and economic incentives alone, as they claim, do not fully explain the success of Islam 48 .
It would be unwise to confine the spread of Islam to a single cause that explains all time and all regions. Islam itself is multifaceted and different factor of it might have appealed to the different people of different background at different times. Islam's simplicity, rationality and moral principles that organize individuals' daily lives should also not be overlooked. Furthermore, the way of Islam dealt with earlier religions might help explain its spread because Islam did not claim to be a new religion set apart from the Abrahamic religions, rather it claimed to be revising the older religions. It also asserted that the prophets of all religions proclaimed the same message as the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him); as such, the Qur'an is full of references to the prophets sent to the Jews and Christians. Greatly it has shown the flexibility and dynamism in accommodating converts from many backgrounds such as Buddhists, Jews, Christians and Zoroastrians. Definitely it allows people keep their traditions but never gave way to those oppose it. As such, it has been interpreted in various land and periods differently, and in the mean time, it has adapted to the lands and the culture of its followers while transforming both. Therefore, it is flourishing today in the areas as diverse as the United Kingdom, Australia and the United States.
To 
